Information required under RTI Act for the Bhadla to Bikaner 765 KV DC transmission line

1. Complete detail of the contract with Scope of work, Number of BOQ items, BOQ quantities and their rates.
2. Number of towers in the complete span from Bhadla to Bikaner and the amount sanctioned for the compensation of AP’s.
3. List of Khasra and their owners for the affected land and map of the same.
4. Schematic diagram of the line with map coordinates
5. Detail of the compensation for following entities
   a. How much compensation was given for the land acquired in tower footing and tower base?
   b. How the compensation for loss of crop and trees (Fruit and Non Fruit Both) was calculated for which is under and nearby to the tower base?
   c. Productivity and Rates of the crops/trees for which compensation was calculated.
   d. What will be the width of RoW corridor and How the compensation was calculated for loss of crop/ tree(Fruit and Non Fruit Both) which falls in RoW corridor.
   e. loss/removal of houses.
   f. losses during transition of displaced persons/ establishment/ shifting/ transport.
   g. How much of land area below tower base is considered for damage.
   h. other damages if applicable.
6. What is the height permitted for the crop and tree at tower base?
7. What is the height permitted for the crop and tree at RoW corridor?
8. How much compensation has been disbursed among the AP’s. (Complete List of AP’s along with the type of crop, area of crop affected, number of trees and Amount disbursed).
9. What was the Basis of All the compensation calculation, if there is any guideline/Circular/Gazette from Central Electricity Authority, Government of india, Ministry of Power, Rajasthan Government. Submit the copy of guideline/Circular/Gazette.
10. What was the grievance redress mechanism?